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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to examine the goals of the national Standards for
Foreign Language Teaching and Learning, published in 1996, with particular emphasis
on Standards goal two Cultures and Standards goal four Comparisons and to compare
two German language textbooks in reference to their selection and presentation of
cultural materials. Deutsch, Na klar! the third edition was published in 1998 by
McGraw-Hill and was one of the first to revise the text in light of the new Standards.
Moment, mal! was revised in 1997 by Langenscheidt and due to the historical interaction
between the company and American educators it appears reasonable to assume that the
text reflects the American Standards as adequately as any German published German
language textbook.
The introduction provides a brief history of the American national Standards and
background information for Deutsch, Na klar! and Moment, mal!. An overview of the
standards and discussion of the two goals relevant to this thesis are given in chapter one.
Chapters two and three deal with the implementation of the Standards in and a
comparison of the two textbooks. The final chapter summarizes findings, observations,
and conclusions.
It was found that both textbooks go beyond merely teaching facts about language
and culture by including cross-cultural experiences. However, Moment, mall exceeds
Deutsch, Na klar! in the content and quality of realia that permits students to compare and
contrast cultural practices, products, and to a lesser extent perspectives and to learn the
linguistic structures necessary to acquire cultural and linguistic competence.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1996, the national Standards for Foreign Language Teaching and Learning
were published. Since then, foreign language textbooks have begun to undergo changes
reflecting the Standard's goals. Following a synopsis of the Standards' history and a brief
description of two current German language textbooks, this thesis analyses chapters from
the two textbooks and makes comparisons between them and with the national Standards.
A period of reform in public education began during the late 1970s, and
throughout the 1980s many states experimented with numerous ways of improving
teaching and learning. These efforts were focused on new testing programs that were not
based on curriculum or increasing course requirements.

By the end of the 1980s the

SAT I scores indicated that education in the United States had not significantly improved
(Lafayette 11). The report further states that college professors were ". . . still
complaining that students were not ready for post-secondary education .... " The reform of
the 1970s and 1980s helped to "confuse the situation further because many states
instituted or expanded testing systems without linking the tests to the curriculum.. . [and
by] 1994... only ten or so [states] had any type of mandated curriculum that would tell
teachers and students ahead of time what they were going to be tested on and held
accountable for" (Lafayette 11).
The National Academy of Sciences National Research Council 1989 began
reviewing public education by studying mathematics programs in our public schools.
Their report concluded:

I

.. . [W]ith our traditional ... decentralization of education, we go about
things very differently (than other countries). Every summer, thousands of
teachers work in small teams, .. . usually have little training in the
complicated process of curricular development, little or no help in coping
with changing needs, and little to fall back on except existing textbooks,
familiar programs, and tradition. The consequence usually is the
unquestioned acceptance of what already exists as the main body of the
new curriculum, together with a little tinkering around the edges. Many
school districts simply adopt a series of textbooks as the curriculum,
making no effort to engage the staff in rethinking curricula; in those
places, the status quo certainly reigns. (77-78)
The National Academy of Sciences (National Research Council 1989) suggested
that the traditional system of local control of curriculum might have outlived its
usefulness in our rapidly changing world. Further complicating the problem are those
states using testing programs in subjects that do not match local district curricula. As a
result of these tests, the public has been led to believe that schools are failing to teach
their students. Prompted by the findings of this council, the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics developed standards for Mathematics, and by 1992 those standards were
issued ( 13-15).
Support for change has been shown in national polls. "Every Phi Delta
Kappa/Gallup poll since 1989 has found an overwhelming majority of citizens in favor of
a basic ... 'national curriculum' " (14). In 1989, 69 percent favored local public schools
2

using a standardized national curriculum and the percentage had increased by 1994 to 83
percent. However, states could institute nationalized standards for teaching and learning
in schools and yet retain their autonomy in the implementation of these standards. Thus,
a movement to nationalize standards, rather than curricula, began in the late 1980s in
order to link learning and accountability, so that expectations would be known ahead of
time and teachers could help students work toward achievable objectives (14).
A coalition of four national language organizations received federal grant aid
from the "United States' Goals 2000 Educate America Act in 1993." The American
Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, the American Association of Teachers of
French, the American Association of Teachers of German, and the American Association
of Teachers ofSpanish and Portuguese formed the last of seven subject area coalitions to
be given this Federal support to develop national standards for education in grades
Kindergarten through twelve. A task force of eleven members conducted The Standards
for Foreign Language Learning Project. They represented a variety of geographic
regions, various languages, program models, and levels of instructio� and their task was
to define what students should know and be able to do in foreign language education.
Their "Statement of Philosophy" is included in Appendix A. These content standards
were shared with the public at large and with the professional associations of educators.
The national Standards for Foreign Language Learning document, which was
developed by the eleven-member task force, is entitled Standards for Foreign Language
Learning: Preparing for the 21st Centuty (U.S. Department of Education). Chapter one
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of this thesis provides a brief overview of the document and an explanation of the
portions of the document that are relevant to this thesis.
Response to these Standards can be seen in newly published textbooks. Textbook
publishers are not only "integrating contemporary social issues" in response to the
demands of the foreign language teaching profession but are also signaling an "evolution
within Germanistik" (Rectanus 14). This "evolution" is in regard to "what the profession
views as legitimate objects of discourse" within the context of studying foreign languages
and cultures (14). There now exists a "growing consciousness" of the increased diversity
of students learning foreign languages, as well as an awareness of the various ,. contexts
within which foreign language learning occurs" (14). The expanded program emphasis
currently being seen in new textbooks has been in "response to curricular developments
within the profession, which have integrated a more pluralistic concept of texts" (14).
My intent is to examine the development and adaptation of textbooks and gauge their
effectiveness in implementing the new Standards.
Chapters two and three of this thesis discuss the implementation of the national
Standards in two specific textbooks, a German text published by Langenscheidt, Moment
mal!, and an American text, Deutsch, Na klar!. The latter is, perhaps, more familiar to
educators in the United States and is published by McGraw-Hill.
Moment mal f was revised in 1997 and was therefore one of the most recently
revised native-German textbooks for non-German speakers as the choice for textbooks to
analyze in this thesis was made. The authors are Lukas Wertenschlag, Christiane
Lemcke, Martin Muller, Paul Rusch, Reiner Schmidt, and Heinz Wilms. These German,
4

Swiss, and Austrian authors are familiar with German and American pedagogy and the
text was written for international adult and/or university students.
A textbook published by Langenscheidt was chosen in part due to the history and
reputation of the Langenscheidt Company. For the last twenty years, this company has
emphasized "cross-cultural communication and the international lifestyles of its
customers" (13). Technological and pedagogical innovation have historically defined the
company's development and "the integration of new conceptual linkages and
technological innovation has led to a holistic approach to publishing ... " (13). The
expansion from a traditional print publisher, primarily concerned with foreign language
and reference materials, to an internationa� multimedia communications enterprise,
reflects changes occurring in cultural production and mediation in the context of foreign
language instruction materials such as textbooks, software, and multimedia (13). As
indicated by the adoption of the national Standards, teachers of foreign languages are also
engaged in the exploration of new communications technologies and the negotiation of
culture both within and outside of the foreign language classroom (13). The recent
initiatives taken by Langenscheidt " ... may indicate the extent to which emergent
technologies and strategies of cultural production will link more closely the environments
of the foreign language classroom with various modes of intercultural communication
and experience" (13).
Through its marketing representative, the Langenscheidt Company has interacted
with American educators and teachers of German, sought suggestions and input from
them, and communicated to the publishing company the needs and trends in the
5

American marketplace. Because of this long-term active role in mediating between
American educators and Langenscheidt, and because the authors are acquainted with the
American educational reality, it appears reasonable to assume that this text reflects the
national Standards as adequately as any German published German textbook would.
Because the text is marketed widely outside the United States, it may reflect an
international consensus as well as a consideration of the national Standards from the
German perspective.
Deutsch, Na klar! was revised in 1998 by Robert Di Donato, Miami University,
Ohio, Monica D. Clyde, St. Mary's College of California, Jacqueline Vansant, University
of Michigan, and Lida Daves-Schneider, and it was marketed by Cristene Burr. As in the
case of Moment mal!, Deutsch, Na klar! offers cultural perspectives from Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland. Unlike Moment mal ! , this text was written by American
educators and authors well versed and prominent in the movement to implement the
Standards in language teaching. Moreover, Deutsch, Na klar! was specifically to be
marketed in English speaking countries, primarily in the United States, and therefore is
presumably not driven by marketing and pedagogical factors prevalent outside the United
States. Deutsch, Na klar! has enjoyed good market success and it is one of the first to
present a complete revision that explicitly refers to the national Standards as a guiding
principle.
Chapters two and three investigate the selection and presentation of cultural
materials in Deutsch, Na klar! and Moment, mal! to discover whether there are
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significant differences in the information presented or manner of presentation and
whether there is a strong underlying contrastive approach in either text.
The two texts promised to be different in their approaches. Since the
Langenscheidt text was written by German, Swiss, and Austrian authors for an
international audience, rather than for students of a specific country, it could be expected
that the American text might focus more clearly on cultural contrasts between the United
States and German-speaking countries, which is the essence of Standard 4, while the
German text might be expected to emphasize German culture, Standard 2, with a less
contrastive view point. After a brief discussion of Standards 2 and 4 in chapter one of
this thesis, these assumptions are tested in chapters two and three.

7

CHAPTER ONE: THE NATIONAL STANDARDS
The Executive Summary portfolio of the national Standards for Foreign Language
Learning document states that the document represents an unprecedented consensus
among educators, business leaders, government, and the community on the definition and
role of foreign language instruction in American education (1). It was not intended that
these standards describe the current foreign language practices in the United States, nor
what the students of foreign languages achieve. Their purpose is to provide a gauge
against which to measure improvement in the years to come. The Executive Summary,
11

Standards for Foreign Language Learning: Preparing for the 21st Century," gives the

following description of purpose:
The standards are not a curriculum guide. While they suggest the types of
curricular experiences needed to enable students to achieve the standards,
and support the ideal of extended sequences of study that begin in the
elementary grades and continue through high school and beyond, they do
not describe specific course content, nor recommend sequence of study.
They must be used in conjunction with state and local standards and
curriculum frameworks to determine the best approaches and reasonable
expectations for the students in individual districts and schools. (I)
"The National Standards for Foreign Language Leaming: Preparing for the 21st
Century" was published in 1996 by the American Council for the Teaching of Foreign
Languages as a result of their Standards for Foreign Language Learning Project. Now
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that they have been developed, their impact and outcomes remain to be seen. A brief
outline of these Standards is provided in Appendix B.
The new Standards organize foreign language education into five interconnecting
goal areas: Communication, Cultures, Connections, Comparisons, and Communities.
Of these five goal areas in the published Standards, this study emphasizes two that
seem most likely to reveal differences between the two texts: Standard 2, Cultures, and
Standard 4, Comparisons. These are defined in the "Standards Document" as follows:
Cultures: to gain knowledge and understanding of other Cultures
Standard 2.1: Students demonstrate an understanding of the relationship
between the practices and perspectives of the culture studied.
Standard 2.2: Students demonstrate an understanding of the relationship
between the products and perspectives of the culture studied.
Comparisons: to develop insight into the nature of language and culture
Standard 4. 1: Students demonstrate understanding of the nature of
language through comparisons of the language studied and their own.
Standard 4.2: Students demonstrate understanding of the concept of
culture through comparisons of the cultures studied and their own.
The remainder of this chapter develops these two goal areas. First I discuss the Cultures
Standards, the definition of a study of cultures, and how and why the study of culture
relates to foreign language study. Second, I discuss the Comparisons goal and its
importance in language learning today.

9

CULTURES STANDARDS
According to the Standards Document, earlier standardized curricula and student
performance measures, such as Language Proficiency, emphasized the cultural
component of language less strongly than the new Standards, which have incorporated
"Cultures .. as one of the five major goals. Furthermore, the new Standards integrate
foreign language competence with the development of critical thinking skills like those
stressed in other areas of curriculum. Foreign languages are no longer thought to be
"acquired" by learning a set of facts about the language. Instead, competence requires that
students not only be able to speak, read, write, and understand the target language, but
also that they acquire concepts that involve the relationship between culture and
communication (U. S. Department of Education 21).
Second language learners need more than just exposure to a language system in
order to communicate effectively. They must understand the target cultures, their social
institutions, art and history, as well as their patterns of everyday life. The language
student must also be aware of how their own culture is viewed by the people whose
language they study. Although students will not be able to learn all of those elements of
culture, they should be able to access the tools and strategies that will allow them to
identify key cultural traits and concepts and to select, synthesize, and interpret them in
ways that result in sensitive and meaningful interaction (30).
What does it mean to really "know" a language? Many researchers and linguists
agree that one should be able to carry out a "large variety of tasks" within the language,
control the sounds contained within the language, know sound sequences which make up
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meaningful words, and have the ability to combine these words into phrases and
sentences. In this way one is able to form sentences and understand sentences that he or
she may have never heard before. In other words, it means that one can control the
"linguistic system" of a language and be able to access pragmatic, textual, and
sociolinguistic aspects in order to achieve culturally appropriate communicative goals
(99).

CULTURE DEFINED
The Standards document defines "Culture" to include "the philosophical
perspectives, the behavioral practices, and the products--both tangible and intangible--of
a society" (43). Since cultural perspectives and social practices are conveyed through
language, the language student should be prepared to develop insights into a culture
which are available in no other way to non-speakers of that culture's language. The
logical extension of that idea is that " . . . the true content of the foreign language course is
not the grammar and the vocabulary of the language, but the culture expressed through
that language. It is important that students become skilled observers and analysts of other
cultures" (44).

IMPORTANCE OF CULTURAL COMPONENT IN LANGUAGE LEARNING
What motivates this emphasis on culture in language learning? At base, it appears
to be the belief that a mutual understanding across cultural barriers promotes mutual
respect, peace, and the ability to cooperate. In Lemwelten, published by the Goethe-
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Institute for Gennan teachers in the United States, Harriet Mayor Fulbright's article
"Global Citizenship," written in support of the Fulbright International Education
Exchange Program, argues that cultural understanding is important because it holds the
prospect of international peace and understanding. Global means "everywhere" and it is
important that individuals be able to empathize with one another in order to be able to
more easily exchange ideas, rather than to "resort quickly to an exchange of bullets" (3).
Means of mass communication have sped the delivery of information, but only "face-to
face interaction and living in other lands will lead to real understanding" (3) of the
different cultural values and problems with which we all live. She states that it is vital to
have firsthand experience rather than relying on filtered media interpretation which
leaves the recipient with impressions that are gained by another person's choice of words
(3).

She continues by stating that throughout her personal travels she was "constantly
reminded of the power of culture to convey ideas of universal import and the power of
international exchange" (3). This cultural exposure is transforming individuals,
expanding their minds, giving them insights which "empower them as responsible
citizens of the world" (4), and forming "global networks" that will "change the very
nature of foreign policy, the conduct of international business and politics," and the
relationships between people of different cultures (3). Fulbright defines "global
citizenship" in her article, stating that it requires traveling in other countries, learning a
foreign language, studying other cultures and developing respect for "and understanding
of other equally valid attitudes and values without losing one's own identity" (4).
12

In the same issue ofLernwelten, John Stark's article "Educating Global Citizens"
states that it is becoming increasingly "necessary to have a citizenry which thinks and
acts globally" (5). The changing demographics and the significant increases in the
world's population and the social, political, and economic challenges brought on by those
changes make it vital to have citizens who are able to cooperate with the rest of the global
community to discover solutions to those challenges which are encountered ( 5). It is
"tragic" that thousands die through civil war, famine, and abuse in other countries, yet
these things receive "scant attention in comparison to the tragic deaths at Columbine
High School" ( 6).
He goes on to say that foreign language should be the anchor in the curriculum to
which are linked geography, history, art, music, economics, and political science. Our
future professionals, political figures, artists, and citizens should be "integrated into the
global mosaic to ensure an economically, politically, and socially just world" (6). By
connecting language learning to the other disciplines, educators are helping students to
begin their understanding of the people who communicate in that language and the world
in which they live.
The goals of Global Citizenship envisioned by Fulbright can be achieved by
integrating language and culture as Stark advocates. The firsthand cultural exchanges
Fulbright advocates are enhanced and actually made possible through the cultural
knowledge and awareness that is first actualized in the language classroom. The Cultures
goal, as stated in the Standards, is to gain knowledge and understanding of other cultures.
For those students who may not have actual living experiences within the target culture,
13

virtual cultural experiences within the standards-oriented classroom can provide
meaningful learning experiences through which to develop culturally aware Global
Citizens.

COMPARISONS DEFINED
Set forth in the Standards Document, the term "Comparisons" refers to the
discovery of differences in patterns of language systems and cultures. As one studies a
new language, one should gain insights into the nature of language, linguistic and
grammatical concepts, communicative functions of language in society, and the complex
interaction between language and culture. In other words, students should learn the way
the new language system expresses culturally appropriate meanings (53).

IMPORTANCE OF COMPARISONS COMPONENT IN LANGUAGE LEARNING
Although unsupported by conclusive research, anecdotal evidence supports the
theory that students better understand language and culture in the broadest sense, as well
as understanding their own language and culture, by making comparisons between their
own language and the studied language. The understanding becomes more real with the
experiential dimension. Struggling to express meanings in a second language, to encode
them linguistically, and to be sensitive to accepted forms of politeness in another culture
provides an awareness of the nature oflanguage (U.S. Department ofEducation 53).
For example, students discover categories such as neuter gender and elements
such as endings of words that are quite important in another language, but not in their
14

own. Or they find what is polite in one culture is not the same in another, e. g., when,
how, and to whom to say "thank you. " Comparing language and cultural systems allows
the student not only to use the target language appropriately but also to gain insights into
the strategies their own language uses to communicate meaning, to predict how a
language is likely to work, and to avoid naive stereotypes about other cultures (53).
In summary, the authors of the Standards believe that students should gain
knowledge and understanding of other cultures and develop insight into the nature of
language and culture as an integral part of language instruction. Language students must
have access to the richness of the studied culture and develop strategies to help them to
identify key cultural traits and concepts, and then be able to synthesize this information to
produce sensitive and meaningful interaction within their own culture and the studied
language culture. By making comparisons between one's own culture and the second
culture, students can become more aware of the interwoven nature of language and
culture. This awareness enhances language abilities and helps students to manipulate
language in unfamiliar settings and to make appropriate and meaningful assumptions
about other languages and cultures.
The analysis of the textbooks Deutsch, Na klar! and Moment malt focuses on
these aspects of Cultures and Comparisons. The following chapters investigate the
presentation and selection of cultural materials and the presence or absence of a
contrastive approach in these texts. Additionally chapter three compares and contrasts
Deutsch, Na klar! to Moment, mal ! .

15

It is important that I emphasize the word "text" here. Both titles consist of
extensive packages of ancillary materials. 1 In order to keep this thesis within bounds, it
was necessary that I focus on the primary materials provided within and directly pertinent
to the textbooks. Occasional references are made to other materials within the package,
such as the video and web site, but no exhaustive analysis of these materials could be
done due to availability and space constraints.

The following is a listing ofall supplemental material available with the third edition of Deutsch. Na
klar!: Student Text, World>ook, Listening Comprehension Program, Laboratory Manual, Audio Program on
cassettes or CD, including a Tapescript for instructors, McGraw-Hill Electronic Language Tutor, CD-ROM
to accompany Deutsch. Na klar!, the Web site at http ://www.mhhe.com/gennan, A Practical Guide to
Language Learning: A Fifteen-Week Program ofStrategiesfor Success. For instructors only there is:
Annotated Instructors Edition, Instructor's Manual and Testing Program, Tapescript for the Audio Program,
Video, The McGraw-Hill Video Library ofAuthentic Materials: A German TVJouma/ and a users guide,
color slides and a Training/Orientation :M"anual.
The following is a listing of all supplemental material available with Moment mal!: Textbook,
Wo� Teacher's Handbook, Transparencies, Tests, 2 Cassettes 1 . 1 for Textbook, Cassette 1 .2 for
Workbook, Cassette 1.3 for pronunciation training, Cassette 1.4 for tests, Glossmy German-English, 2 CDs
1.1 for Textbook, 2 CDs 1.2 for Workbook and for pronunciation, CD 1.3 for tests, Glossary Deutsch
English I.
1
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CHAPTER 'IWO: DEUTSCH, NA KLAR! EDffiON THREE
Deutsch Na, klar! is written primarily for students in the United States. For
readers unfamiliar with the textbook, the following is a brief summary of the format of
Deutsch: Na klar! followed by a more in depth analysis of the textbook and the authors'
claims regarding the Standards.

FORMAT OF DEUTSCH, NA KLAR!
The third edition of Deutsch: Na klar! contains 14 chapters, each revolving
around a major cultural theme and organized as follows:
ALLES KLAR!
WORTER IM KONTEXT:
THEMEN I, 2, 3
GRAMMA TIK IM KONTEXT
SPRACHE IM KONTEXT:
ZUSCHA UEN [requires video]
LESEN
SPRECHEN UND SCHREIBEN
SPRA CHTIPPS, KULTURTIPPS, and ANALYSE are interspersed intermittently

throughout each chapter. The first two pages of each chapter, entitled ALLES KLAR?,
introduce the theme of the chapter within a two-part activity involving an authentic text
or visual and a global listening comprehension passage, and the remainder of the chapter
is included within three major sections. The authors' description of each section from the
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Preface to the text and the Instructors Manual provides the information on which I base
the following discussion.
The first major chapter section, WORTER IM KONTEXT, is divided into three
THEMEN relevant to the chapter theme. For example, chapter five presents
"Kleidungsstiicke, " "Beim Einkaufen im Kaujhaus, " and 0Lebensmittel" as the three
THEMEN through which to present various aspects of the overall Einkaufen theme.
Within each THEMA various activities present contextual vocabulary and, as the teachers'
handbook directs through contextual guessing, students discover the meaning of the
boldfaced vocabulary in the visual presentations. Or, whenever authentic materials are
used to present new vocabulary, the teachers' handbook states that students may check
the new words in the NEUE WDRTER checklist that follows the authentic material.
Students are directed through these activities to explore the authentic materials presented.
By doing the numerous communicative activities, including listening comprehension,
they are expected to acquire the practiced vocabulary as well as to observe grammatical
structures and to make contrasts and comparisons with their own language. In chapters
one through ten, within WORTER IM KONTEXT and GRAlvfA..fA 11K IM KONTEXT, the
SPRACHTIPPS are brief grammar notes inserted within the text or as sidebars.
GRAlvfA..fA 11K IM KONTEXT, section two in each chapter, explains the new
grammar structures introduced in WOR1ER IM KONTEXT through the use of authentic
texts or models that demonstrate their communicative use. Before doing activities or
exercises students are directed by the text to take an active part in developing receptive
skills by examining the authentic texts for specific vocabulary or grammatical structures
18

through the ANALYSE component. The remainder of the grammar section provides
explanations in English that are to be practiced in sequenced and contextualized exercises
and activities.

SPRA CHE IM KONTEXf contains video-based exercises in a video viewing
activity entitled ZUSCHA UEN. Through pre- and post-viewing exercises, students are
required to respond orally and/or in written form to the material presented. Secondly, this
section contains a thematically oriented authentic reading with pre- and post-reading
activities in the LESEN subsection. Students are guided by specific reading strategies to
assist them in reading authentic texts. SPRECHEN UND SCHREIBEN ends the section
with interactive, grammar-oriented activities such as interviews, role-playing, and writing
tasks to provide open-ended oral and written practice within the context of the chapter
theme.
The final pages of each chapter contain the WORTSCHA 'JZ. These end-of-chapter
vocabulary lists contain all of the active vocabulary that appears in the three THFMA
sections and is recycled throughout the chapter. The lists vary according to the chapter
theme and content. For example, chapter five provides the following vocabulary lists:

'Lebensmittel,' 'Toilettenartikel,' 'Geschafte, ' 'Kleidungsstucke, ' 'Sonstige Substantive, '
'Farben, , 'Verben, ' 'Sonstige Adjektive und Adverbien,' 'der-Worter, ' 'Dativpronomen,'
'Dativprapositionen, • 'Frageworter, ' and 'Sonstiges. '
In every chapter KULTUR17PP focus on cultural topics. These tips provide
learning activities, comments, and contrasts between German-speaking cultural realities
and those in the United States. These KULTURTIPPS are listed in the Table of Contents
19

for easy accessibility and include relevant current topics, such as "Foreigners in
Germany" in chapter one and "Geschiifte und Laden" in chapter five.
Cultural collages every three chapters, entitled ZWJSCHENSPIELE, are located
after chapters three, six, nine and twelve. These pages contain visuals and activities that
provide students with an opportunity to apply what they have learned in the previous
chapters to cultural topics that are relevant to German-speaking countries.
Two additional unnumbered chapters are included, one at the beginning of the
textbook and one following chapter fourteen. The Einfiihrung is a preliminary chapter
that introduces the student to the German language and culture by learning to carry out
everyday activities such as greeting, spelling, counting, etc. Carefully selected texts
introduce the student to cognate recognition and contextual guessing.
The final chapter entitled Ubergang closes the textbook with an emphasis on
reading and German history that provides the student with a transition link from first- to
second-year German.
The Preface to the third edition lists the following new features. The readings
have been reduced to one in the LESEN section of each chapter, and of these readings,
four are new. These new readings are in chapter 3 "Vatertag," chapter 5
"Einkaufsbummel im World Wide Web, " chapter 8 "Erho/ungstypo/ogie," and chapter IO
"Julia: Globetrotterin des Jahres." End of chapter vocabulary lists (WORTSCHA 1Z) are
reduced to more common and useful words, and German spelling reforms are indicated
by an asterisk after the new spelling. Common words that have undergone spelling
changes are listed in Appendix E of the textbook. New from the second edition Austria
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and Switzerland are highlighted in many of the cultural topics and contextualized
communication activities are otfered in the third edition.
Two new resources have been prepared for use with the third edition. One is the
new Web feature HIER CLICKEN for the exploration of links provided by the Deutsch:
Na klar! web site. The second resource is a new interactive CD-ROM that provides
additional form-focused practice as well as an on-line dictionary, and cultural and video
features.

AUTHORS' CLAIMS
The authors claim, in the Preface, to use updated authentic materials chosen for
cultural content and illustrative value. They state that they give clear grammar
explanations and provide strategies that develop receptive skills (listening and reading)
and productive skills (speaking and writing), supply abundant communicative and form
focused activities, and promote meaningful acquisition of vocabulary and structures with
regard to accuracy (xvii).
Each chapter is developed around a cultural theme using the introductory AUES
KLAR? to establish the theme with authentic texts or visuals. Students are directed to

scan the material for the gist of the theme and to work with specific information through
the provided activities, both written and listening. The chapters are designed to
encourage students to interact with the theme; they promote extensive realia- and context
based vocabulary building, provide carefully sequenced and contextualized exercises and
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activities and offer readings/videos/audios that are authentic and thematically oriented
(xvii).

STANDARDS APPLICATION
The Standards Document defines the study of language systems and lists five goal
areas relevant to Cultures. The authors express the hope that students will retain for a
lifetime the "cross-cultural skills and knowledge, the insight, and the access to a world
beyond traditional borders" (27). To promote this goal, the study of language must also
include sociolinguistic elements of non-verbal communication, status, and discourse
style: when, how, and what to say to whom. Sociolinguistic elements form a vital bridge
between language and culture in order that one may learn to interact appropriately in the
target language (29).
The increased sociolinguistic emphasis in the Standards may have influenced the
authors of the third edition of Deutsch, Na klar! to use the additional KULTURTIPPS
"Einwohnermeldeamt" and "Geschafte und Laden." Furthermore, ZWISCHENSPIELE
following chapters three, six, nine, and twelve expand on previously introduced chapter
themes by providing the means for students to apply what they have learned in the prior
chapters. It should be noted that these are not integrated into the other chapters but are in
addition to them. The ZWISCHENSPIELE are separate chapters containing cultural
material in an isolated format rather than integrating these cultural aspects within the
other chapters. This mentally separates culture from language learning and adds cultural
facts onto language learning rather than using cultural perspectives, practices, and
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products as an integral aspect of foreign language study within the structure of each
lesson.
This edition includes the cultural perspectives not only of Germany, but also
Austria and Switzerland, and the authors have said that these cultures are highlighted in
contextualized communicative activities and cultural topics (pg. xxii). The updated realia,
chosen for authenticity, cultural content, and illustrative value, are included in the text as
a basis for activities through which the students work with the language (pg. xxii). These
claims specifically relate to the Cultures goal which states that students are to
demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the practices, perspectives, and
products of the culture studied and the Comparisons goal, which states that students are
to demonstrate an understanding of the nature of language and concept of culture through
comparisons of the cultures studied and their own. These Standards-oriented additions
are further evidence of the authors' efforts to provide students with additional
opportunities to work with contextual cultural material.
The authors further claim that the active vocabulary focuses on more common and
useful words. Directed conversational activities were simplified with the intent that they
be easier to follow. The authors did not elaborate on what criteria they used to determine
what was more common or useful. For students planning to visit or live in a German
speaking country, vocabulary relating to activities of daily living, cultural practices,
perspectives, and products is more useful. However, students who do not plan to use the
language in a German-speaking country will have different criteria for vocabulary that
would be more common or useful. Chapter 5 of Deutsch: Na klarr provides vocabulary
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relating to shopping for food and clothing. This textbook does not make a distinction in
purpose or motives for learning the language, therefore the vocabulary and conversational
activities are designed to teach students to communicate in a generic manner that is
appropriate culturally and linguistically, and to demonstrate an understanding of cultural
practices, perspectives, and products.
The thematic content of the final chapter Ubergang reflects recent developments
in Germany. Latter twentieth-century German history, changes in German society since
reunification, and Germany in the European Union are among these inclusions. For
example, information about the reunification of Germany and relocating the capital in
Berlin are discussed in this chapter.
The Standards Document states that in reality the true content of the foreign
language course is not the grammar and vocabulary of the language, but the cultures
expressed through that language. Furthermore, misunderstandings arise from differences
in world view and behavior patterns that are based on differing assumptions and values.
Therefore, students need to expect differences and learn to analyze these in perspective
within the cultural framework of the other language. Personal examination of the
similarities and differences between the students' own culture and other cultures enables
the student to develop cross-cultural understanding and respect and only second language
study empowers learners to meaningfully interact directly with people from other
cultures. It is the insider's perspective that provides the true catalyst for cross.cultural
understanding (43-45). Because the authors' claims for their text match this statement
quite closely, it appears that they have prepared a text with these things in mind.
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ANALYSIS OF CONTENT RELATIVE TO STANDARDS
We tum now to a practical analysis of the authors' claims and the actual text
content versus the Standards and one representative chapter will be reviewed in detail.
Chapter five has been chosen as the format for the practical analysis because it employs a
number of items new to this edition that promise to bring the text into closer compliance
with the national Standards. For example, a new KULTURTIPP is included in this
chapter and the former reading selection has been replaced with an authentic reading
related to the chapter theme.

Illustrations, Realia, and Authentic Texts
Deutsch Na, klar! assists students in becoming familiar with patterns of everyday
life in the German-speaking countries through a variety of means. One immediately
observes the colorful illustrations incorporated into the chapter. The publisher's website
claims that these illustrations and authentic materials are used as "the basis of activities
[which provide the students] a context for learning German. The realia and readings give
an interesting and up-to-date reflection of the culture of German-speaking countries''
(<http://www.mhhe.com/gennan, May 1 2, 2000>). Within the text are photographs,
drawings, advertisements, articles from German publications, pictures of German works
of art, etc. around which activities and exercises are based.
The illustrations serve several purposes within the text and a number of them are
new in the third edition. An example is an activity from the third THEMA entitled
LEBENSMI1TEL that uses a short ad to generate cultural and linguistic questions, present
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vocabulary, and give students practice in grammatical structures. This is an ad from the
Multicenter Store in Kaiserslautern. This ad is not only aesthetically pleasing but also
informative and focused.
The ad has large colorful pictures of familiar or easily recognized food items.
The picture clues eliminate the need for glosses and provide immediate graphic
interpretation of the words that appear in the ad by using pictures, words, and prices.
Even though many of the word items could be recognized as cognates, e.g. 'Joghurt, '
'Salatware,' 'Gulasch,' students will find the pictorial input stimulating.
There are cultural advantages to using the product packaging for an illustration, as
occurs in this ad. Although the text does not instruct students to do so, students are able
to not only see the types of food commonly purchased in German stores and make
comparisons to the food that they normally purchase, but they can also compare the
differences in packaging. For example, bread is commonly unpackaged rather than
placed in plastic bags, as we do, and pudding is packaged in an envelope rather than in a
box, as in our country. From this particular ad, students see 'Joghurt' in familiarly styled
packaging and are able to compare and contrast the differences in yogurt and 'Joghurt'
containers inviting inquiry into attitudes, ideas, and values that might affect products,
packaging, and shopping.
This is one example of the textbook failing to integrate the Standard of
Comparison. In my observation students notice the lack of or difference in packaging for
the German products and discuss the reasons why we might put bread in plastic wrappers
and why the Germans normally do not. This discussion leads students to become aware
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of cultural differences they will encounter in Germany and to compare and contrast
perspectives, practices, and products of both countries. Because culture has historically
played a less significant role to grammar in language learning, the resulting lack of
cultural insights from teachers makes it necessary for textbooks to provide cultural
information. Therefore, it would be beneficial to have this information presented within
the text for all students to be able to make these comparisons.

Vocabulary
In the chapter-opening ALLES KLAR! activity students are required to look at a
chart listing items shoppers may find on each floor of the Hertie department store in
Germany. A "Realia Suggestion 11 in the ALLES KLAR? introductory pages focuses on
contrastive cultural themes. The directions tell students to role-play purchasing items
they need or would like to buy at Hertie using the provided vocabulary items. After
personalizing the material in this way, students are directed to notice the availability of
goods and services offered at a department store such as Hertie compared to those with
which they are familiar.
The teacher is instructed to explain that, for example, most department stores like
Hertie do not sell furniture, but they do include a supermarket. However, the knowledge
of the perspectives underlying this fact may not be available to some teachers from their
personal or educational experience, and it is a common aspect of daily life in German
culture. The textbook fails to provide information as to the perspectives that traditionally
would lead to these practices. To be Standards oriented the activities and materials should
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afford students the opportunity to learn about practices and perspectives of daily life in
the target culture and to make cultural comparisons and contrasts with their own culture
and experiences. Through discussing the perspectives of the target culture students
would learn some of the reasons for doing things differently in the target culture as
compared to their own. This is an opportunity to instill or reinforce the viewpoint that
other cultures are different, not "weird," which is a comment that students frequently
make until they are taught to understand the concept of cultural differences.
The WORTER IM KONTEXT section specifically revolves around the
Einkaufen theme by developing three mini-themes: KLEIDUNGSSTOCKE, BEIM
EINKA UFEN IMKA UFHA US, and LEBENSMJ1TEL. The third edition substituted a
teenager for a grandfather in part of a drawing of "Kleidungsstiicke" and the vocabulary
presented is appropriate to what students would wear, reflecting a stronger focus on the
clothing needs of teenagers in casual settings to the exclusion of those of much older
persons. Vocabulary such as tennis shoes rather than house shoes, jeans and tee shirt
rather than pajamas and house robe is more useful, personalized, and of interest to
students, and enhances their ability to function in real-life situations.
The accompanying vocabulary-oriented activity "Sagen Sie, was Sie in den
folgenden Situationen tragen" has a clothing item vocabulary that assists students in

producing sentences in context by manipulating the provided words. Students are
directed to converse in German with a partner and tell what they would wear in certain
situations, thereby practicing useful expressions from daily discourse. Multi-sensory
presentations of vocabulary enhance the opportunities for different learning styles,
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provide repetitive presentations of words, and afford visual connections with the
vocabulary.
The textbook does not encourage the students to further investigate perspectives
of Germans and Americans related to clothing. Teachers are instructed to have students
discuss what they wear, but there is no discussion of the similarities and/or differences
in what German speakers wear. Furthermore, the authors did not use this opportunity to
instruct students to make comparisons or contrasts between the articles and names of
clothing in their own culture and those of German speaking countries. This would give
them an opportunity to develop connections with cognates as well as to learn new
vocabulary in context. If the authors used German pictures or illustrations to exhibit
clothing or indicated by the drawings that the clothing is similar or the same, then
students could compare and contrast typical American dress to typical German dress.

Grammar Presentation
The authors state in the Preface that they have introduced grammar structures
through authentic texts and models to demonstrate their communicative use, and they use
contextualized activities and exercises in order that students might actively discover how
a structural item works, therefore the authentic texts appear to serve the recognition of
forms first and cultural insight second.
The GRAMMA 17K IM KONTEXf immediately follows the WORTER 1A1
KONTEXf section and begins with three pages of grammar explanations and charts.

Although authentic materials are used to present grammar structures and vocabulary in
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WORTER IM KONIEXT, they are conspicuously absent until four pages into the
GRAlvflvfA UK IM KONTEXT, indicating that students are to use the authentic material

only for exercise activities. The authors did not pursue the Standards Cultures and
Comparisons goals by presenting authentic material along with the grammar explanations
and drawing students' attention to form, which would have given students the opportunity
to scan for unfamiliar word forms and usage, and deducing the need for and use of such
words and grammar forms. This would help them in formulating the grammar
explanations themselves. Furthermore, they would have the opportunity to see the
practical communicative value and usage in German and compare and contrast it with
their own linguistic system. Additionally, the authors did not direct students to explore
the WORTER IM KONTEXT to discover these grammar and vocabulary phenomena
within the realia presented there.
The GRAlvflvfA TIK IM KONTEXT supplies information that the student will find
helpful in understanding the grammar. A brief summary of the nominative and
accusative cases is followed by example sentences in diagramed form. An explanation of
the dative case follows, with a brief explanation of sentences using the pronouns and
endings for articles and possessive adjectives that signal the dative, including the
interrogative pronouns. This prepares the student with a comprehensive look at the dative
case.
The section provides the student with additional examples and supplies German
answers to the German questions, thus illustrating the use of these words in the following
sentences:
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Wem zeigt der Verkaufer drei Ringe? (To whom is the salesman showing
three rings?)
Er zeigt sie He"n Ebert. (He's showing them to Mr. Ebert.)
Wem kauft He" Ebert einen Ring? (For whom is Mr. Ebert buying a
ring?)
Er kauft ihn seiner Frau. (He's buying it for his wife.)
Wem hi/ft der Verkiiufer? (Whom is the salesman helping?)
Er hi/ft dem Kunden. (He's helping the customer.)
These examples in a context in which students can see the dative case in use provide the
practical application necessary to assist many students in understanding the grammar
concepts and to compare and contrast the target language with their own. If the sentences
selected had more cultural relevance, i.e. discussing German cultural occasions for
buying jewelry, or gift giving practices in Germany, then students would have the
opportunity to learn about and compare cultural experiences as they learn linguistic
structures.
Charts for the "Articles and Possessive Adjectives" and sentences explaining the
charts are included. These are quite helpful and draw attention to points easily
overlooked by linguistically unaware speakers of English. For example, this explanation
is provided: "The following chart shows the personal pronouns in the dative case next to
their corresponding nominative forms." Students are alerted to the grammatical usages
and are able to compare and contrast the linguistic phenomena with English.
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AdditionallyJ the next two charts are entitled "Weak Masculine Nouns. " The
second chart of the two points out the exceptional class of nouns "whose plural ends in
s, " and whose dative plural ending remains unchanged, e.g. "but das Auto, die Autos, den
Autos." This small insertion of one word and the use of dividing lines to separate
sections of the chart serve to call attention to the difference, which might otherwise be
overlooked by some students, and will assist students in "understanding of the nature of
language through comparisons of the language studied and their own, " as Standard 4 . 1
mandates.
Diagramming the example sentences directs the students' attention to the word
order of dative and accusative words and phrases, clearly identifies verbs that take both a
dative and an accusative object, and spells out which object is which. The third edition
uses the sentence, Wir wiinschen dir al/es Gute. We wish you all the best and writes
DATIVE above "dir" and writes ACCUSATIVE above "al/es Gute. " This not only calls
attention to the dative pronoun, or the indirect object, following the verb "which takes
two objects," as the book indicates, but it also calls attention to the direct object in the
accusative case. Moreover, it does so with a very common politeness phrase in the
German repertoire. The authors have neglected this opportunity to integrate common
cultural phrases into the lesson. As it is presented, the lesson emphasizes points of
grammar and omits the cultural significance of the expressions.
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Activities and Exercises
In my discussion of activities and exercises I will demonstrate how the authors
use authentic materials for activities and exercises so that students actively discover how
a structural item works. Furthermore, as was stated in the above examples, in the third
edition there is an improvement in the opportunities for students to make linguistic and
cultural comparisons and contrasts between English and German grammar.
The authors of Deutsch, Na Klar! have included various role-plays, conversation
models, suggestions, activities and exercises in an effort to meet the requisites for a
Standards-based text. In 1 984 Crawford-Lange and Lange investigating the treatment of
culture in language textbooks of that time2 found that teachers had to integrate culture
into their classes by using such strategies as "culture capsules, clusters, assimilators, or
mini-dramas" and that textbooks treated culture primarily as knowledge and facts, or in
their words "students are taught about culture" (Young, 18).
In 1 990, Ramirez and Hall found that culture at that time was conveyed as
"cultural knowledge" through written and visual text. 3 Both the 1 984 and the 1990
investigations concluded that culture was treated as a "product, peripheral to language
learning" because it was a study of facts or characteristics of culture (Young, 1 8). In
contrast, more recent texts are beginning to include authentic readings in the original or

2

Typically texts use cultural notes; pictures and illustrations, captioned and uncaptioned; readings,
literature; glosses; role-playing exercises; games; songs; and filmstrips (p. 145).
3
For example: 48% of culture instruction consists of photographs of a person smiling at the camera with a
caption providing name and nationality; of a monwnent or realia, such as ticket stub or menu. Of these
only 15% had a caption to highlight the cultural feature or content, 3 1 % of the textbooks use short
narratives, and 5% of them used maps, charts, and drawings to provide cultural content.
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in a pedagogically edited form rather than the culture notes and short narratives of earlier
textbooks.
As an example for analysis of the exercises and activities in Deutsch, Na klar!, I
discuss here an activity from chapter five reflecting the national Standards Culture and
Comparisons goals that state that students should develop insight into the nature of
language and culture and understand the nature of language through comparisons of the
language studied and their own. In this exercise from WORTER IM KONTEXT students
see the product pictures and infer the meaning of the vocabulary and prices given.
Furthermore, a new KULTURTIPP provides additional information about German
1

Supermarkte' and the 'Spezialgeschajte,' which are quite different from what most

American students encounter daily, thus providing the students an opportunity to
compare and contrast linguistic and cultural practices, perspectives, and products.
This exercise (which I discussed above) uses authentic pictures of "Lebensmittel"
from an advertisement for the Multicenter Store in Kaiserslautem, Germany. Included
with the pictures are short explanations of content, weight, and price. The teacher is
instructed to use the pictures to introduce the vocabulary, have students guess the
meaning of the new vocabulary, discuss the current exchange rate, question whether the
prices are higher or lower than they expect, and ask about their eating preferences. This
offers an opportunity to point out the differences between traditional American meals and
traditional German meals and equips students with insights into some of the practices,
perspectives, and products of the German shopping experience as well as a glimpse into
perspectives of family life.
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This activity reveals the following outcomes specifically reflecting Standard 2:
Cultures and Standard 4: Comparisons:
Standard 2. 1 Students identify characteristics, perspectives and practices
of German life (how, where, and when they shop for food)
Standard 2.2 Students learn about and discuss the food products and
shopping perspectives and practices of the German culture.
Standard 4. 1 Students make comparisons between the languages based on
a discussion of food products and shopping practices and perspectives.
Standard 4 .2 Students compare and contrast food products and shopping
practices and perspectives from the two cultures.

Worter im Kontext Activities
Aktivitat 8 is an example of an exercise that has been revised in order to provide
additional vocabulary to be used in role-playing a conversation between a clerk and a
customer. The revision provides 18 suggested expressions rather than the ten supplied
in the second edition. A few of the suggestions are:
Ich mochte gem (__). Ich brauche L_ ). Ich nehme (__).
Grof3e, zu klein, zu teuer

Bitte sehr. Danke schon.

kosten, passt mir (nicht), steht mir (nicht)
These suggestions move students from passive to productive conversational
activities and the additional suggested items require students to manipulate the language
in an increased variety of ways by using the provided sentences and phrases. It also
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allows them to develop an appreciation of shopping practices comparatively and
contrastively.

Grammatik im Kontext Exercises
This contextualized activity is from GRAMMATIK IM KONTEXT. In the
Instructors' Manual the authors describe this ANALYSE activity as a first step in moving
from receptive exercises (recognizing the forms) to productive ones (using the forms)
(46). Several ads are displayed, and students are instructed to locate various parts of
speech within them. For example, students are asked to find personal pronouns in the
dative, give the nominative form of these pronouns, and determine what verbs in the ads
require these dative pronouns. Because students see these grammatical phenomena
within the context of the ads, they recognize the relevance of these forms and the purpose
for which they are used. For example, one ad says, "Geben Sie lhrem Haar einen
modischen Kick ... Henna Plus. " The practicality of being able to produce such
statements as well as being able to recognize them is thereby clearly indicated to
students. The Standards document encourages this associative learning because students
will remember material they deem relevant. They are furthermore given the opportunity
to make comparisons between German and American ad styles and to form cultural
inferences about the two cultures.
Ubung 3: Wem schenkst du das? is an interactive exercise that directs students to
mirror the sample sentences in constructing their own questions and answers as they
work with a partner. The examples are, 11 Wem schenkst du den Hut? Den schenke ich
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meiner Oma. " The suggested vocabulary is provided with pictures captioned with the
correct vocabulary words and phrases, so that students can clearly determine the meaning
of the provided vocabulary just by glancing at the words and associated pictures. This
picture dictionary is an effective method of providing the student with the vocabulary
necessary to produce the conversation required in the activity or exercise; it offers a
visual method of remembering the vocabulary, and is an opportunity to compare and
contrast cultural perspectives and practices, i.e., wearing neckties and hats, using
backpacks, etc.
Suggested vocabulary encourages students to practice by providing choices
interesting to students. For example, Obung 4: Wem gehort das denn? uses categories
of interest to American students such as those relating to cars, jewelry, and fashions.
One of the difficulties with exercises is developing interesting activities that involve
student imagination and elicit an "emotional" response. Discussing cars or shopping for
age-appropriate clothing is intended to encourage students to learn how to accomplish
those activities.

Kulturtipp Activities

This KULTURTIPP activity breaks into two steps: I) an exercise to categorize
typical supermarket purchase items 2) a KULTURTIPP that discusses the types of
specialty stores in German-speaking countries. This format serves to highlight the
cultural practices and perspectives of specialty stores while teaching and reviewing
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vocabulary and lends itself to the discussion of those perspectives and practices in
Germany compared to the United States.
The differences between the 'Apotheke' and the 'Drogerie' are explained in the
KULTURTIPP. When one visits Germany it needs to be understood that medicines are
found at the Apotheke and personal items and toilet articles are in the Drogerie. To
pursue the Comparisons goal the authors could have contrasted the German practice and
perspective with ours and instructed students to discuss reasons for differences. This is an
opportunity to further stress the idea that cultural differences are neither right nor wrong,
but rather are just different ways of doing things or thinking about things. The book
gives no historical perspective as to how the 'Drogerie' and. the 'Apotheke' came to be
different institutions, despite obvious reference to "medication" in both words.

Dialogs and Sprachtipp Activities
One SPRACHTIPP activity is a sidebar on a page to help students understand the
dialog that is presented. Beim Einkaufen im Kaujhaus is the dialog introducing THEMA
2, in which Antje's father goes shopping for a few shirts. Students are directed to look at

the picture and determine what is happening and discuss where a new shirt can be bought.
Then they listen to the dialog on cassette. Within the dialog are boldface words and
phrases indicating new vocabulary. Locating the SPRACHTIPP in the sidebar provides
additional contextual information in the form of useful phrases and their English
meanings, such as "Gefti,llt Ihnen dieses Hemcf? Do you like this shirt?" Within the
dialog the student sees a similar sentence, " Wie gefallt Ihnen dieses gestreifte Hemd in
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Marineblau?" This SPRACHTIPP permits students to focus on relating their shopping
practices with those of German students.
In addition to aiding with the dialog, this SPRACH11PP activity shows students
how to talk about clothing--how it fits, looks, and whether they like it--with a selection of
German expressions, that guide the conversation through realistic communicative
examples. Such communicative exercises teach students to function appropriately
culturally when purchasing, trying on, or discussing clothing and prepares them to
communicate useful information and establish cultural insights with which to assess their
own culture.
Another SPRACH11PP follows the "Lebensmittel" exercise (introduced above).
The text presents the metric system used in German-speaking countries and gives the
abbreviations of common terms, e.g. 1 kg = 1 Kilogram = 1000 Gram = 2 Pfund.
Examples of how to express prices are given: DM 1 1, 99 = elf Mark neunundneunzig or
elf neunundneunzig and DM 0, 75

=

fi.infundsiebzig Pfennig. The Suggestion in the

margin of the teacher's edition says that teachers should take this opportunity to "practice
the metric system and reading prices by asking students how much the items in the ads in
THEMA 3 cost in various quantities. " This is the sort of realistic, culturally relevant

activity the Standards encourage so that students can practice everyday conversational
activities and gain cultural knowledge of and appreciation for customs different from
their own culture.
The authors failed to significantly integrate the metric system into the text. They
did not amplify the activity to indicate the importance of the metric system in the world.
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Providing concrete suggestions for further practice, such as, "How much sliced meat do
you need for a sandwich?" and giving a choice of weights, e.g. 1 0 gm., 100 gm., or 500
gm., having students convert their own height into metric measurements, or determine the
probable occupation of a person weighing 50 kg. (e.g. professional football player or
professional jockey?) or of a person whose height is 1 .60 m (e.g. basketball star or
computer whiz?) are activities relevant to daily life, help students become more familiar
with the metric system, and provide realia-based communicative activities that help
students acquire language. The failure to integrate the metric system into an intuitive
feeling for the world reveals relatively little integration of the Standards into the structure
of the text, a significant absence in a text intended principally for American learners.

Reading Activities
Under the LESEN subheading Zum Thema, students read several questions
relating to the chapter theme Einkaufen, such as, " Wo kaufen Sie ein?" followed by a list
of shops from which students mark those that they frequent. These questions encourage
students to think about and discuss the topic, and doing this will help students to make
good guesses about the topic of texts they will be reading in this and other arenas.
The manual for instructors states that Deutsch Na, klar! exposes students very
early to literature because the authors feel culture is a broadly defined term that includes
literature. The text contains short literary texts, such as poems, stories, and short plays
that tie into the chapter themes and were chosen with regard to their linguistic
appropriateness (54).
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The reading in chapter five is an enhanced Standards-oriented teaching tool for
continuity of cultural theme and also provides continuity in vocabulary presented. The
activities are grouped into three categories: Zum Thema, Au/den ersten Blick, and Zum
Text. To foster "comparisons", Zum 11,ema guides students to think about the stores in
which they shop and what they can purchase in these stores, and then instructs them to
interview another student concerning that student's shopping preferences. This activity
does not direct students to discuss German shopping preferences and practices which
would develop cultural comparisons and contrasts.
The next activity, Au/ den ersten Blick, requires students to look over the reading
passage and consider what type of text it is, what the theme is, and what words pertain to
Einkaufen and Computer. The teachers' edition suggests that the students identify the
cognates and by contrast note how new German expressions are coined using English
words even when English already has a different expression for a given concept. The text
uses the following example: Germans use the "un-English" term "Shopping City" instead
of the English term "shopping mall. " This is a good example of implementing Standard 4
mandating that students make comparisons of the target language with their own culture
and language.
The reading is reprinted from TV Media. This realia provides an up-to-date
reading about shopping in the World Wide Web, which is an extension of the chapter
theme. Not only are students able to work with an authentic German article, but also they
are able to work with a text that is current and applicable to a topic in which many of
their peers are interested. The varied font sizing, clear layout, and colorful picture are
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quite enticing and should pique student interest in the article. In Young's 1 993 study
"The Standards Definition of Culture and Culture Instruction in Beginning and
Intermediate Spanish Textbooks" we see that 98% of the participating foreign language
students found suitable authentic texts easier to read, and a majority (75%) expressed
anxiety and frustration when reading edited cultural passages, compared to only 4% with
suitable authentic passages (Young, 1 8). Using suitable authentic texts in this edition is a
positive step toward meeting the spirit of the national Standards as well as a stimulus for
improving reading skills and decreasing student anxiety.
In Zum Text students are guided to search the reading for specified information,
provide their own ideas, and finally to compare Internet-Shopping in Germany with
shopping in a real "Shopping City. " The authors provide students with cultural
information about internet shopping versus shopping at stores in Germany. The authors
have interjected a pedagogical note in the margin of the instructor's edition suggesting
that the Zum Text exercise works best as a guided classroom activity, but they do not
further guide the teacher or focus the students on comparisons and contrasts of shopping
practices in closer harmony with the Standards.

Writing Activities
Completing the practical analysis of the SPRACHE IM KONTEXT activities
section is the SPRECHEN UND SCHREIBEN. The text provides Aktivitat 2 that is
relevant to the Einkaufen theme and relates to the LESEN selection "Einkaufsbummel im

World Wide Web." Students work in groups of three and are instructed to design a Web42

commercial for their firm. They are to choose a product and to write about and draw the
ad or commercial. This activity can also be assigned to students who do not have web
access and is another example of the continuity of theme throughout the chapter as well
as being a novel means of attracting student interest. However, the authors have not used
the opportunity to relate the activity to cultural comparisons and contrasts by using
German products, perspectives, and practices for the commercials. Rather than taking
full advantage of the realia (which document both similarities and differences) by
encouraging cultural understanding and comparisons, the authors use these materials
strictly for practice and exercise of linguistic points.
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CHAPTER 3: MOMENT, MAL! VS. DEUTSCH, NA KLAR!
Moment mal ! is written for non-German-speaking international adult and
university students. Because the authors, Lukas Wertenschlag, Christiane Lemcke,
Martin Muller, Paul Rusch, Reiner Schmidt, and Heinz Wilms, have some contact with
the American educational profession as was discussed in the introductory chapter, it is
reasonable to assume that this text reflects the national Standards as adequately as any
native-German textbook would. At the same time, the text is marketed widely outside the
United States, and the differences it has may reflect an international consensus as well as
a consideration of the national Standards from the German perspective.
Because the book is targeted at an international audience and incorporates
familiarity with American educational pedagogy, this text promised to exhibit aspects of
both the German and the American educational systems. Consequently, in keeping with
current educational pedagogy, I expected the text to integrate the Cultures and
Comparisons goals which state that students should gain knowledge and understanding of
the target culture and develop insight into the nature of language and culture by making
comparisons of the language studied and their own. I anticipated that these would be
integral elements of Moment mal ! , though to a different extent and from a different
perspective than that found in the American text, Deutsch, Na klar!
This chapter discusses the claims of the Moment mal ! authors Wertenschlag, et
al., compares those claims with the Standards document, and gives a practical analysis of
the text with respect to the American national Standards, focusing on the two above
mentioned national Standards selected for consideration in this thesis. Although I
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expected this text to emphasize German culture with a less contrastive point of view than
that anticipated in the American text, my research proved otherwise.
In the teacher's handbook for Moment malL Wertenschlag, et al., provide
background information concerning the conception and ideology behind the presentation
and content of their textbook. Because German is spoken in many countries with varied
histories and customs, the authors strove to represent three of the major German-speaking
countries of Europe and claim to have integrated German, Austrian, and Swiss
perspectives and themes into the text. Examples and excerpts are meant to represent
daily life in each of these countries.
More and more frequently, they observe, learners and speakers of German come
into contact with other non-standard German speakers, and it is very important that
learners be able to understand different expressions, accents, intonations, and cultural
patterns. Wertenschlag and his co-authors point out in the Lehrerhandbuch that they
provide a glimpse into the world of the enigmatic, which provides the opportunity to
think about, empathize, and communicate with people in the target culture. With the
Wertenschlag text, Langenscheidt attempts to show how people in the three major
German-speaking lands live, think, and behave. The learner can draw comparisons with
other German-speaking regions depending on his/her learning situation, knowledge, and
experience.
The Langenscheidt authors assert that concrete teaching occurs in a place where
students have the opportunity, with the teacher's help, to reflect upon, compare, and
contrast their own living situation, ideas, and wishes within their 'Lemgruppe' with those
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of the German-speaking world. Reflecting on one's own culture and developing the
ability to talk about it with people of other cultures makes it possible to develop an
intercultural understanding that respects not only commonality but also differences. The
understanding of self and of others is differentiated and broadened in the process of
communication (24).
Wertenschlag and his co-authors view the choice and presentation of themes and
related learning activities as critical in promoting an intercultural competence that will
allow learners to become involved with people in the target culture. No longer, they say,
is the learner of German solely concerned with managing tourist situations. Rather, that
learner often desires a social and communicative competence that allows him/her to
negotiate social situations with an understanding of the relationship and differences
between his/her own culture and German culture.
The authors state in the Lehrerhandbuch that the classroom should no longer be a
projected fictional reality, but should become a real living experience (25). Classroom
interaction and communication should remain central to the objectives, but students have
broader needs as well, such as appropriate social, communicative, and aesthetic needs,
needs of fantasy and imagination, and personal/professional development (25).

FORMAT OF MOMENT, MAL!
For readers unfamiliar with Moment mal!, the following is a brief overview of the
format and content as summarized by the Langenscheidt Verlagsgruppe in their Forum
Deutsch Web site. The text is divided into three volumes designed to prepare the student
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for the Zertifikat Deutsch (ZD) (formerly Zertifikat Deutsch als Fremdsprache: ZDaF) at
the conclusion of the third volume. The first volume presents the material in short, lively
units that introduce the learner to German as a second language. A second volume
continues the learning process "und erreicht nach der Halfte der zweiten Stufe bereits das
Lernziel 'Grundbaustein. "' The final volume reviews and strengthens the
Grundstufenstoff to prepare the student to pass the ZD.
The authors have organized the text in Zwillingskapiteln (dual chapters).

As

explained by the teachers' handbook, two chapters have one theme and in each case the
first or odd numbered chapters are designed to give facts or information about Germany,
while the second or even numbered chapters are more practical or deal with everyday
living activities (Muller 7). The student living in a German-speaking region may
concentrate on the even-numbered chapters in order to center on the everyday aspects of
living. On the other hand, students who do not plan to spend time in a German-speaking
country "konnen die ungeraden Kapitel, die einen starker erztihlenden, asthetischen
Charakter haben, das Gesprach unter den Lehrenden fordem" (Muller 7). It is notable
that Deutsch, Na klar! does not make the same provision for tailoring study to specific
student needs or requirements. The authors of Deutsch, Na klar! appear to assume that

students will be buying clothing in Germany, eating in German restaurants, and
personally experiencing German culture.
One can observe the concept of Zwillingskapiteln in the following examples of
chapter titles that pair an odd numbered chapter and an even numbered chapter:
Kapitel I : Lander, Stadte, Personen und Sprachen in Europa
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Kapitel 2: Sich in einer fremden, deutschen Stadt orientieren und
bewegen
Kapitel 3: Eine Reportage Ober eine Musikergruppe auf Welttoumee
Kapitel 4: Der Tagesablauf (Raum und Zeit im Alltag)
and a final example,
Kapitel 7: Eine Farbsymphonie, schone fremde Hauser und Landschaften
Kapitel 8: Wohnen: wie und wo?
The theme in chapter one, for example, concerns places, people, and languages in Europe
and the theme of chapter two discusses orienting oneself and getting around in a German
country, which is a natural progression/unification of the theme and allows the emphasis
to be determined by student goals. {Millier 7)
The Web site accompanying the text, located at <http://www.moment-mal.com/f
testit.html>, states that each chapter of the Moment, mal! textbook contains short, varied
units that provide activities in pronunciation, Lerntipps, vocabulary, grammar, etc., as
well as practice in the supplemental workbook, all of which are clearly and esthetically
arranged.
The layout of each textbook chapter is as follows:
THFMENBEREICHE
A USSPRACHE
WORTSCHA1Z
GRAMMA TIK
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The first four to six pages of each chapter introduce thematically oriented material in
three to six topics. For example, chapter eleven contains the following four topics: "Eine
Stadt im Wandel, " "Der Sachsenmarkt, " "Die Groftkaujhalle, " and "Der Laden von
Gunter Otto. " Students are introduced to language based on the thematically oriented
cultural realia, such as maps, photographs, letters, drawings, literature, art,
advertisements, etc. The textbook margins conduct students through the cultural
presentations by asking questions, giving directions for listening, speaking, reading, and
writing activities, and referring to the workbook activities. Although some of the
marginal information in the English language edition of the Textbook is in English, much
is in German. Further information for teachers, such as learning goals, skills,
assignments, and additional activities are provided in the chapter margins of the
Lehrerhandbuch.
The A USSPRACHE section presents phonetic information, such as vowels,
consonants, accents, rhythm, diphthongs, etc., through cultural realia. On one or two
pages of each chapter, the authors provide listening activities, such as dialogs and
readings, charts, drawings, literary texts, and photographs, which are used to teach the
linguistic information in a clear, concise, and aesthetically pleasing format. Marginal
notes direct students to read the sounds aloud and speak the examples aloud. In some
instances students are to listen, read, learn, or discuss a given literary text, which provides
practice for the presented linguistic material. For example, the consonants "ch, " "j, " and
"r" are introduced in chapter eleven, and two poems are presented that provide cultural
realia with which to practice the sounds. The margin directs students to pronounce the
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sounds aloud, then to read, discuss, listen to, read aloud, and then memorize the poems.
Further exercises are listed in the margin notes of the textbook that refer to the workbook.
The Aussprache Cassette is to be used along with the workbook exercises and those
exercises that provide the correct answers are indicated by a key-shaped symbol that
directs students to refer to the end of the workbook for the answer-key with which
students self-correct their work and practice the correct information and sounds as well as
to further practice problematic areas.
In the WORTSCHA 1Z section, Moment, mal! presents in each chapter one or two
pages devoted to vocabulary words that relate to the chapter theme. The presentations
use cognitive means such as word-webs, word-maps, word-picture columns, etc. These
are visual methods that combine words and/or groups of words with illustrations or
pictures to aid the more visually-oriented learner. For example, the word-map entitled
die Musik instructs students to determine which "roads" or sections of the map relate to

Wer oder was macht Musik? or Welche Musikstile gibt es? This requires that they not
only recognize the vocabulary word but also be able to group the words in appropriate
categories. It is notable that the authors did not direct students to think about their
favorite music compared with German music or to compare and contrast the musical
perspectives and practices of the two countries, which would have been in keeping with
the Standards Cultures and Comparisons goals.
Photographs of homes or food items may be combined with words relating to the
picture. A picture of homes is used to introduce such words as 'Haus, ' 'alt, ' 'Raum, ' etc.,
or an advertisement for food is used to introduce 'Saft, ' 'Fleisch, ' 'Schokolade,' etc. In
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using these items of realia, students are introduced to culturally informative vocabulary
that relates to the chapter theme and provides students with vocabulary and
communicative reasoning skills.
Every chapter presents GRAMMATIK within one or two pages. These utilize
drawings, charts, literary texts, sentences, diagrams, etc., to demonstrate the
communicative use of the grammar structures with very little written explanation.
Finally, the authors claim that the marginal notes direct students to the workbook
exercises providing culturally relevant activities with which to practice the grammar.

AUTHORS' CLAIMS vs. STANDARDS
This edition of Moment mal!, as stated in an article from the Forum Deutsch Web
page, presents authentic materials and commentary from Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland in order to exhibit, as nearly as possible, the spoken language and reality of
daily life in these three German-speaking countries. Detailed pronunciation practice and
systematic vocabulary offerings are designed to ensure competence from the beginning
stages of learning. The Hortexte are more numerous and intensive than in previous
editions, and a multitude of"unterschiedlichen Lesetexten und landeskundlichen

Illustrationen rundet das Angebot ab" (Eorum Deutsch).
The goals of the Moment mal ! authors, as stated in their Web site, are twofold:
On the one hand one would like to come to understand in the broadest
sense the target culture and on the other hand to have command of the
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language as a key to understanding this culture and its people.
(<http://www.moment-mal.com/f-testit.html, May 23, 2000>).
The "Statement of Philosophy" developed by the American K-1 2 Student Standards Task
Force states that all successful language students must be able to "develop insight into
their own language and culture, and act with greater awareness of self, of other cultures,
and their own relationship to those cultures. " Further, they must "learn in a variety of
ways and settings and acquire proficiency at varied rates. " The authors of Moment mal f
have not stated an intent to foster the understanding or comparison of ones own language
or culture to that of German-speaking countries, but rather to instill in the learner an
understanding of and appreciation for the German language and culture and to use
language proficiency as a tool in furthering that understanding. The Standards Cultures
and Comparisons goals stress that students are to understand and compare the target
language and culture with their own.

ANALYSIS OF CONTENT RELATIVE TO STANDARDS
In order to make comparison easier, chapter eleven, Florenz an der Elbe, in
which the secondary theme is shopping, was selected for the textual analysis of Moment
mal!. This analysis will include a comparison between Deutsch: Na klar! and Moment
mal ! as they relate to these same Standards goals.
The Workbook and Textbook for Moment mall are fully integrated into the
program, therefore this analysis includes both items. This is not the case with Deutsch:
Na klar!, nor most of the American textbooks with which I am familiar. In most
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instances American workbooks are supplementary tools used to provide students with
additional practice, and they nonnally include language lab activities.
The Lehrerhandbuch is extremely important for guiding the teacher in the use of
the materials. Because the text has been developed for international use, the
Lehrerhandbuch for Moment mal ! is in German. Workbooks and Textbooks have been
printed in various language editions to accommodate the international audience. The
core of the Workbook and Textbook is written in German, but the margins contain both
German and the learner-language.

Illustrations, Realia, and Authentic Texts
Caroline Reiger in Die Unterrichtspraxis evaluated the visualization techniques in
various textbooks, of which Moment mal ! was one. Some of the techniques about which
the article made favorable comment were the use of varied print fonts and styles, colorful
and underlined print, various sized and colored boxes, charts, tables, and realia, e.g. ,
pictures and illustrations from brochures, maps, posters, and advertisements (Rieger 1 78).
The numerous visuals in Moment mal ! aid the learning process because they are
incorporated into the authentic readings, exercises, and cultural presentations and
examples of these are given below. Although there are multiple illustrations and realia
on most pages, they are presented clearly and concisely.
Chapter eleven, Florenz an der Elbe, presents the city of Dresden as the
background upon which the chapter is developed. Besides presenting information about
the city and its people, the topic of shopping is skillfully integrated. There is a plethora
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of pictures with short descriptive paragraphs written in German. This format continues
through the first five pages ofthe chapter, with a few colorful boxes containing various
written materials interspersed among the pages. These five pages contain information
about the geography and historical development of Dresden and a presentation of
shopping perspectives, practices, and comparisons.
The numerous photographs, illustrations, brightly colored pages, and color
highlighted grammar tables, etc. are a dramatic contrast to Deutsch, Na klar!, which
provides only three photographs interspersed among the more limited number of
illustrations and tables throughout the Einkaufen chapter. While Deutsch, Na klar!
provides a video component additional to the textbook, this pushes the visual component
out ofbook format and into a separate medium. In contrast, students may catch sixteen
actual glimpses of daily life and culture in German-speaking countries through the
photographs that Moment, mal ! integrates in chapter eleven. Samples of these visuals
and activities are discussed in the Exercises and Activities section.
The Lehrerhandbuch in the RUCKBLICKIA USBLICK informs the teacher that
this chapter expands on the "Orientierung in einer Stadt" from chapter two. The
discussion in the second chapter revolves around orientation to a foreign city, obtaining
information, and eating, and chapter eleven extends and continues this topic using
Dresden, specifically discussing the city, sights in the city, shopping activities, etc.
Furthermore, the "Lebensmittef' topic from chapter eleven recurs in chapter twelve in the
sections "Speisen und Getranke, kochen." Such words as 'Bier, ' 'Wein, ' Saft, ' 'Brot, ' and
0

'Fleisch' from chapter eleven are recycled in the chapter twelve presentations (Muller
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IO 1 ). This recycling reflects an effort to deepen the impact of cultural topics and broaden
the student's understanding of the language and the culture. Because of the systematic
twinning of chapters, students desiring to travel in German-speaking countries are given
the opportunity to learn in greater detail the language necessary for activities of daily
living by studying these recycled topics and broadened linguistic skills. The strong
emphasis on the Cultures goals is remarkable, but the Comparisons goals are noticeably
absent. Students are not instructed to make comparisons of the target language or the
culture with their own language and culture. In many of the activities and exercises
students are asked questions about their own cultural practices, perspectives, or products,
but there is a significant absence of instruction in the area of making linguistic and
cultural comparisons. As was noted earlier, the authors' goals did not include the
Standards Comparisons goals and therefore the absence of direct instruction to students to
do so is noticeable.

Exercises and Activities
With regard to the text, Moment, mal ! integrates more cultural material than
Deutsch, Na klar!

Moment. mal !

Deutsch. Na klar!
1. Textbook photographs include
a market scene and a collage of
13 food items

Textbook photographs include
six of Dresden, a painting by
Oskar Kokoschka and nine of
markets, shops and German people

2. Article by Rainer Grunwald,
"Einkaufsbummel im World
Wide Web"

Excerpt from text by Erich Kastner
Poems by Kurt Marti and Burkhard
Garbe
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3. Ads from newspapers

Interviews

4. Various drawings of shops,
clothing, etc.

Excerpt from a letter

5.

The textbook format integrates a
workbook that includes more
pictures and poetry

These realia are the format used by Moment, mal ! to present cultural information and are
the basis for most of the exercises and activities within the text and workbook. Deutsch.
Na klar! uses their more limited cultural material for exercises and activities, but students
will in many instances see little realia with which to make comparisons or to gain insights
into the cultural perspectives, products, and practices of German-speaking people.
The Moment. mal! textbook begins chapter eleven with a panoramic view of
Dresden. The pictures and reading selections provide information about Dresden's
location on the river Elbe, the character of the buildings, the ruins, the Arts, churches, etc.
As students make the directed comparisons between their own city and Dresden they
develop insight into the relationship of the practices, products, and perspectives of the
culture studied.
Activity two in the textbook margin is written in German and instructs students to
seek within the Dresden picture the buildings mentioned in the paragraph. Located in the
margin, the symbol "Ul " tells students to look at exercise one on the specified page in the
workbook. There the marginal note directs students, in English, to write the German
words on the provided picture in their appropriate location. The words are listed beneath
the panoramic picture reprinted in the workbook. The text uses a photograph to expose
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students to a cultural aspect of Germany, and in doing so, teaches vocabulary in a
meaningful context. While Deutsch: Na klar! presents supplementary audio and visual
vignettes of Germany in a video and in the cassette program, the cultural material is not
thoroughly integrated into the textbook as is done by Moment. mal ! .
There are eighteen activities in the first five of the eight pages comprising chapter
eleven. It is remarkable that all of these activities are based upon photographs of the
perspectives, practices, and products of the people of Dresden. Students are asked, "Wie
finden Sie das Gemalde von Kokoschka?" and then instructed to describe Kokoschka's
painting "Dresden-Neustadt (IV)," 1922, that is pictured on chapter eleven's opening
page. Beside this picture is a photograph of the Frauenkirche in Dresden. This culturally
oriented exercise requires students to read a paragraph containing Dresdeners' opinions of
the Frauenkirche. Immediately following this is a 1 953 text on the Frauenkirche by the
Dresden writer Erich Kastner. The associated exercise asks students to tell what people
from Dresden said that they feel about the significance of the Frauenkirche, ("Die
Frauenkirche is fiir viele Dresdner ein Symbol fur ihre Stadt. Fur andere war die Ruine
das bessere Symbol.)" (TB, 72) then to read the Kastner text and discuss what he wrote,
and finally to determine which picture is best described by the text. Margin notes instruct
students to do exercises in the workbook and there they are instructed to discuss the
Kokoschka painting and compare their own thoughts with others in the class. This does
not indicate that they compare the target culture with their own. The Cultures goals of
understanding perspectives, practices, and products is highly in evidence within these
exercises, but the Comparisons goals of understanding the target language and cultures
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through comparing with the learner's is significantly absent. Although students are asked
their opinion of the art and to describe the artwork, they are not instructed to make
comparisons between cultural practices, perspectives, or products.
The third page discusses the Sachsenmankt and gives interviews with two
Dresdeners. Students are asked for their opinion of the market, "What kind of market is
it?" "What do the Dresdeners think of the Market?" "Do you understand Stichsisch?"
Through activities such as these students are provided information about the practices,
perspectives, and products of the people of Dresden, instructed to think about the target
culture, and to compare what they have learned with the shopping practices, perspectives
and products of their own culture. They are further led to compare the Sachsisch dialect
with practices of standard German, an activity that, like the focus on clothes purchases in
Germany in Deutsch, Na klar!, normally presumes physical presence in Germany to be
experienced ..
The exercises and activities on the next two pages of the textbook continue the
Einkaufen theme by presenting two new interviews and continue with Dagmar, a
shopper interviewed on the previous page, thereby introducing students to shopping
practices and perspectives that compare large stores with smaller stores and markets.

As

an example, one interview relates the following:
"Die Kunden sagen, unser Gemi.ise und Obst ist frischer als in der
Kaufhalle. Viele kommen nicht our zum Einkaufen, sie wollen einfach
reden. Ich bore zu und kenne ihre Probleme." (Frau Schmidt) (TB, 75)
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Although it is difficult to teach perspectives within limited space, this interview does give
students a glimpse into why people might prefer smaller shops to the large supermarkets
to which Americans are accustomed, and with this understanding perhaps the practice
would not seem so unusual.
The photographs on these two pages show the exterior of a large store, two small
stores, and the interior of a small store. Students are directed to compare the appearance,
convenience, products available, quality, etc., and through the interviews and pictures
learn about shopping practices, perspectives, and products while reading about,
visualizing, and comparing German shopping with their own. Students are directed to
exercises in the workbook by marginal notations in the textbook and these exercises
provide linguistic practice using the Einkaufen theme and realia from the textbook as
well as additional realia in the workbook format.
On the sixth page of chapter eleven students learn food item vocabulary through
cognate reoognition and matching the words with items in a photographical collage. In
this activity students see actual products and packaging practices and by using their own
shopping experience will be able to make comparisons with those products in German
stores.
A very interesting use of authentic literary texts is also found on this page. Two
poems are presented by Kurt Marti and Burkhard Garbe respectively. While students
experience two short poems by German authors, the poems "Umgangsformen" and "fiir
sorge" show the accusative forms of personal pronouns. The poem "fiir sorge" is printed
here as an example:
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fur sorge
ich fiir mich
du fur dich
er fiir sich
wir fur uns
ihr fur euch
jeder fur sich
by Burkhard Garbe
These are excellent examples of the Cultures and Comparisons goals put into
practice, e. g. understanding the relationship between the learner's and the target culture
and comparing the perspectives, practices, and products of their languages and cultures.

Grammar
Following the six pages of pictures and various contextualized activities, the
textbook section GRAMMATIK presents a succinct systematic grammar presentation
and corresponding culturally oriented exercises.
The Lehrerhandbuch instructs the teacher to direct students' attention to the verbs
'war' and 'geschah' in the previously discussed Kastner text as an introduction to the

simple past tense of 'haben' and 'sein' which are presented in the textbook and are to be
practiced in the workbook (1 13-WB). Although students are not instructed to compare
their own language with the target language, through associating the practices of their
own language they recognize the function of the simple past by seeing and using it in the
Kastner text and the related activities in the chapter.
To present grammar instruction and practice, Moment, mat! combines realia with
exercises in the textbook and workbook. For example, chapter eleven introduces the
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simple past tense of 'haben' and 'sein' and discusses adjectives in the comparative and
superlative. Within the textbook forms are introduced in the context of a letter about
Dresden and the previously discussed text by Kastner. Charts and sample sentences
using cultural information from the letter and the Kastner text systematize regular
comparative and superlative endings, present regular and irregular adjective forms, and
conjugate ''haben' and 'sein' in the simple past. Marginal notes refer to appropriate
exercises in the workbook that are based upon the cultural information about Dresden,
shopping practices and perspectives, and two additional poems by Franz Hohler and Hans
Manz respectively (WB, 1 1 9).
The Lehrerhandbuch provides teachers with information about Dresden and
additional resources from whom material may be obtained. Following the information
about Dresden teachers are directed to reinforce the lesson with vocabulary that the
teacher feels applicable to the discussion of Dresden and shopping practices and then to
have students compare prices in their own country with those in German-speaking
countries. The Lehrerhandbuch gives as an example, "Bei uns ist Milch billiger als in
Deutschland / Nicht so teuer . . . wie . . . . "
The Lehrerhandbuch further suggests that students role-play the comparison
discussion and gives six suggestions for the situations. These situations provide students
with insight into perspectives of a mother, an elderly man, students living together, an
owner of a small shop, etc. The objective of the role-play is to make comparisons
between the shopping practices, products, and perspectives of these German-speaking
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people with those of the learner's (WB, 105- 106). This is a good example of how to
initiate comparisons of the student's culture with the target culture.
As students work through the workbook exercises, they are systematically shown
the use of comparative and superlative through realia and culture-based information . .
First, they are instructed in the workbook margins to mark the verbs and comparisons in
sentences such as, "Das Gemuse ist au/ dem Marktfrischer a/s in der Kaufoa//e, " sagen
die Kurulen and "Die Waren sirul in der Kaufoalle nicht so frisch wie au/ dem Markt. "
Then they complete the rules by filling in the blanks:
Vergleiche mit Komparativ:
Adjectiv im (Komparativ) + (als)
Verg1eich mit Positiv:
(genau-)(so) + (Adjektiv) + (wie)
Following the comparative exercises, students then begin the superlative through
directions in the textbook margins indicating the appropriate exercises in the workbook,
such as:
Der Laden von Gunter Otto ist der alteste Laden von Dresden.
Superlativ mit (subtantiv) = attributiv
In der Prager Straf3e waren die Geschafte am schonsten.
(sein) mit am + Superlativ = Pradikativ
Das Adjektiv ist attributiv gebraucht: ARTIKEL + SUPERLATIV +
(substantiv)
Das Adjektiv is pradikativ gebraucht: (sein) + am + SUPERLATIV
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Contextual realia exercises are used as well, such as the story "Die feindlichen
Schwestern" by Franz Hohler and the following poem by Hans Manz, "Ein, kein oder
mehrere Geschwister?" that requires students to underline the adjective forms:
Bin Kind sagt: lch bin das jiingere.
Bines sagt: Ich bin das jiingste.
Bines sagt: Ich bin sowohl das alteste wie das jiingste.
Eines sagt: Ich bin weder das alteste noch das jungste.
These poems highlight the systematic progression of comparative and superlative
adjectives as students experience authentic literary texts. In addition to these the
Lehrerhandbuch printed for students to experiment with authentic literary texts several
poems by Hildegard Knof, Uwe Timm, Bertolt Brecht, Brigitte Wiers, and Silvio Blatter.
Students experience cultural realia as they learn grammar concepts and are given the
opportunity to compare linguistic and cultural products, perspectives, and practices as
they learn and develop an understanding of the target culture and language.
The final entry on the second page of the textbook's grammar section, following
the comparative and superlative presentation, presents a beige-colored box with three
small paragraphs written in German and reprinted from the earlier activities in the
chapter. Within these paragraphs students read the words 'war' and 'hatte.' Alongside
this box is a chart within which the verbs bhaben' and 'sein' are conjugated. Rather than
make an issue of memorizing grammar tables, students are shown the "use" of the
grammar in a contextual setting. Therefore, they are able to see what word form
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communicates the intended meaning and compare or contrast that grammatical function
to their own language practice.
The textbook margin (TB, 79) directs students to "04 - -05" in the workbook
(WB, 113 ). This workbook page presents three pictures that relate to the Dresden topic
discussed earlier in the textbook chapter. A paragraph that includes the words 'war, '
'waren, ' 'hatten,' and 'hatte' describes these photographs and in a few lines speaks of what
Dresden was like before World War II, and students are told to complete exercises
wherein these verb forms are highlighted. As students manipulate the grammar, they are
learning cultural and political information about Dresden.
In contrast to the two pages discussing the grammatical aspects of chapter eleven
in Moment, mal!, GRAMMATIK IM KONTEXT in the less culture-oriented Deutsch:
Na klar! continues through eleven pages. 4 A Deutsch, Na klar! workbook is available
and contains exercises for practicing the grammar, but this workbook is not integrated
into the textbook format, nor are the exercises therein culturally informative. This is in
stark contrast to the highly integrated culture-based Moment. mal f textbook and
workbook.

4

These pages begin with an explanation of the dative case, a few diagrammed sentences, further
explanation, and a few more example sentences. The explanation of the dative case is followed by
explanations of articles and possessive adjectives and the dative case for Indirect Objects. Following these
three pages of material is a fourth page with a box containing advertisements. These show students the
dative forms in use. A listening exercise directs students to select from a written fonnat the correct
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Dialogs
As previously discussed in another context the third and fourth pages of chapter
eleven contain five pictures with accompanying dialogs. The margins direct students to
look at the pictures, determine what the people are doing, note what kind of markets are
shown, what kind of markets the students are familiar with, etc. I will limit my analysis
to the last two of the five pictures and the dialogs accompanying them.
In the first picture a woman is operating a fruit and vegetable shop, as discussed
above, and in the other a woman is discussing shopping. The margin asks the student,
" Was kann man aufdem Markt kaufen? Kaufen Sie auch aufMiirkten ein? Warum
(nicht)? " Students are instructed to read these comments, made by the shopkeeper and
the shopper. The shopkeeper's comments were discussed above and the shopper's
comments are as follows:
Brot kaufe ich am liebsten bei diesem Backer bier. lch kaufe auch
Gemuse, Saft und Fleisch auf dem Markt. Alles ist frisch. Und man kennt
sich. Aber es ist bier nicht billiger als im Geschaft. (Annette)
After reading the dialogs, students are directed to determine what the women "told" them
and to compare the products, perspectives, and practices of the presented culture with
their own culture. This simple activity meets the Standards goal to gain knowledge and
understanding of other cultures and to develop insight into the nature of language and
culture. The dialogs teach the comparative and superlative adjective forms while
presenting some insight into the shopping perspectives, practices, and products. The
information as heard on the cassette. These exercises, charts, and explanations continue for seven more
pages of grammar instruction.
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perspectives from which the shopping practices result are not fully discussed, but
students are given a glimpse into "why" these German ladies follow these practices.
Marginal notes in this section of the textbook direct students to coordinating
exercises in the workbook, which are based on a cassette dialog and a cartoon of a fruit
and vegetable bin with signs indicating item names, origins, and prices. The first
exercise is a listening activity that requires students to listen to a cassette dialog and then
fill in the blanks with the appropriate words.
Exercise two additionally requires reading the cartoon information and selecting
the correct responses, e.g. Wie teuer sind die italienischen Apfel? (Die kosten 2 Mark 80
das Kilo.)

Exercise three asks five questions, and students are to determine the answers
based on the cassette and cartoon information. This is followed by a final exercise
requiring students to determine what relevant information is missing from the signs
presented in the cartoon they have been using for the previous three exercises.
These activities use culturally authentic signs and dialog to present grammatical
information within the context of shopping practices and products in the German culture
and enable students to make comparisons with the markets and shopping practices in
their own culture. The Standards Cultures goal "to gain knowledge and understanding of
other cultures" and Comparisons goal "to develop insight into the nature of language and
culture" are accomplished by such information and activities as those discussed above.
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SUMMARY

Chapter two analyzes the claims of the Deutsch: Na klar ! authors and compares it
to the two Standards goals 2: Cultures and 4: Comparisons. Though the third edition
does reflect "Standards oriented" material and with enhancement or alteration, many
activities not already oriented to the Cultures and Comparisons Standards goals could
become so.
The use of the Web page and the ZUSCHA UEN activities, as well as marginal
suggestion notes, KULTURTIPPS, and teacher-resource inclusions help to expose
students to cultural perspectives. However, this thesis focuses on the textbook
presentation of Culture and Comparisons and strictly speaking, the textbook as it stands
on its own is lacking in sufficient cultural integration and presentation opportunities for
teachers with limited personal experience and resources.
The authors have not succeeded in introducing grammar structures through
authentic texts in chapter five. They missed the opportunity to do so in the WORTER IM
KONTEXT and they presented the dative case with three pages of charts, explanations,
and contextualized examples. It is not until the fourth page of GRAMMATIK IM
KONTEXT that any authentic material is provided through which to demonstrate their

communicative use. The authors do use authentic materials for activities and exercises in
which students actively discover how a structural item works. Furthermore, in the third
edition there is an improvement in the opportunities for students to make linguistic and
cultural comparisons and contrasts between English and German grammar.
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Even though the authors have attempted to integrate Culture and Comparisons
into the text, Culture remains in a significantly less important and separate role than
grammar and vocabulary. It is also evident that the text is significantly lacking in the
comparison of perspectives, practices, and products of German culture with those found
in the United States. Unless the teacher is able to supplement this textbook with
multimedia and his or her own resources, students using Deutsch, Na klar! will continue
to receive instruction that falls short of the Culture and Comparisons goals defined by the
national Standards.
In chapter 3 an analysis of the two texts and comparisons with each other and
with the national Standards for Foreign Language Teaching and Learning yields the
following observations. Deutsch: Na klar! presents extensive grammar explanations,
exercises, cultural information, realia, and opportunities for socially appropriate input and
output.
Nevertheless, Deutsch: Na klar! does not have a comparable quantity and variety
of culturally based realia in the text, nor does it integrate them thoroughly into the
presentation of vocabulary, grammar, and cultural content. The realia presented in the
workbook are not integrated with the textbook. Components additional to the textbook in
the form of videos, a web site, and cassettes may provide opportunities to work with
photographs, video-clips, authentic texts, etc., providing the realia and realia-based
activities that are not found within the confines of the textbook, but they may not be
available to some students and were not evaluated in this thesis. Although Deutsch: Na
klar! is pedagogically sound and has made great progress in the presentation of materials
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that make the achievement of the Standards goals possible, the textbook will not meet the
goals set by the national Standards unless additional resources are provided by the
teacher or by the additional components.
Moment mal! has a Web site available, with various links to pertinent materials,
but these are not incorporated into the textbook program. The authentic realia and
contextual presentation of grammar, culture, dialogs, and exercises found in the textbook
and workbook are pervasive and make the achievement of the Standards' goals possible.
Surprisingly, a text like Moment. mal ! geared to a broad international market appears to
have addressed the specific American Standards document more directly and effectively.
The authors' recognize the need for understanding one another and desire to promote
intercultural understanding, where similarities and differences should have their proper
place (24). Not only is this the essence of the goals stated in the national Standards in the
United States, but it also promises to integrate the learner more effectively into a
functioning role in German culture. Nevertheless, there are some constraints that need to
be mentioned.
The beginning German program in many American universities is conducted with
the help of graduate teaching assistants (GTAs). In a program incorporating Moment
mal!, it seems that a great deal of pre-teaching instruction would be necessary because
the layout of Moment mal ! is quite unfamiliar to American students and teachers.
Addressing this unfamiliarity, with the proper preparatory instruction, would be
mandatory, but time-consuming. The extra time spent on preparing GTAs to teach using
this layout has the compensating advantages of motivating the GTAs and instructors with
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activities, dialogs, and cultural material in an enticing and pedagogically sound format
that incorporates the Standards to a very substantial degree.
The purpose of the Standards is not to force publishers, authors, and teachers to
totally revamp their teaching practice, but as stated in the Standards document the
Standards provide a definition of what students should know and be able to do in foreign
language education. Students must be equipped linguistically and culturally to
communicate successfully in our pluralistic society and abroad.
Competence requires that students be able to speak, read, and write the target
language, and equally important, they must acquire concepts which involve the
relationship between culture and communication. By following the guidelines set forth in
the Standards, educators can be more aware of the goals toward which they are working
and orient teaching practices and materials toward that end.
Both Deutsch, Na klar! and Moment mal ! go beyond merely teaching facts about
language and culture by including cross-cultural experiences that permit students to
compare and contrast cultural perspectives, practices, and products and to learn the
linguistic structures necessary to acquire cultural and linguistic competence. After
researching both textbooks I conclude that it appears that both have made significant
steps toward achieving the goals set forth in the National Standards for Foreign Language
Teaching and Learning. However, without additional components and/or supplemented
material, students using Deutsch, Na klar! will receive instruction that does not meet
those goals. In my opinion the Moment mal ! textbook and workbook do so more
adequately by effectively incorporating cultural realia throughout the chapter.
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Cultural material is abundantly used in the Moment mal! textbook and workbook
as the means by which language and culture are taught rather than inserted as an after
thought or in addition to the language instruction. The Standards goals of Cultures and
Comparisons state that students should demonstrate an understanding of the relationship
between the practices, products, and perspectives of the culture studied and demonstrate
an understanding of the nature of language and concept of culture through comparisons
of the language and culture studied and their own. The Moment, mal! textbook and
workbook are very effective tools for achieving these goals set forth by the national
Standards for Foreign Language Teaching and Leaming.
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Statement of Philosophy

Appendix A

The following statement was developed by the K- 12 Student Standards Task Force as it
began work on developing national standards in foreign language learning. From this
philosophy, the goals for foreign language education were derived, and all the work in
standards setting relates to these concepts.
Language and communication are at the heart of the human experience. The United States
must educate students who are equipped linguistically and culturally to communicate successfully
in a pluralistic American society and abroad. This imperative envisions a future in which ALL
students will develop and maintain proficiency in English and at least one other language, modem
or classical. Children who come to school from non-English-speaking backgrounds should also
have opportunities to develop further proficiencies in their first language.
Supporting this vision are three assumptions about language and culture, learners of language
and culture, and language and culture education:
Competence in more than one language and culture enables people to
• communicate with other people in other cultures in a variety of settings,
• look beyond their customary borders,
• develop insight into their own language and culture,
• act with greater awareness of self, of other cultures, and their own relationship to those cultures,
• gain direct access to additional bodies of knowledge, and
• participate more fully in the global community and marketplace.
All students can be successful language and culture learners, and they
• must have access to language and culture study that is integrated into the entire school experience,
• benefit from the development and maintenance of proficiency in more than one language,
• learn in a variety of ways and settings, and
• acquire proficiency at varied rates.
Language and culture education is part ofthe core curriculum, and it
• is tied to program models that incorporate effective strategies, assessment procedures, and
technologies,
• reflects evolving standards at the national, state, and local levels, and
• develops and enhances basic communication skills and higher order thinking skills.
Standards for Foreign Language Learning
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Appendix B
Standards for
Foreign Language Learning

COMMUNICATION
Communicate in Languages Other Than English

Standard 1.1: Students engage in conversations, provide and obtain infonnation, express feelings and
emotions, and exchange opinions.
Standard 1.2: Students understand and interpret written and spoken language on a variety of topics.
Standard 1.3: Students present information, concepts, and ideas to an audience of listeners or readers on a
variety of topics.
CULTURES
Gain Knowledge and Understanding of Other Cultures
Standard 2.1: Students demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the practices and
perspectives of the culture studied.
Standard 2.2: Students demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the products and
perspectives of the culture studied.
CONNECTIONS
Connect with Other Disciplines and Acquire Information
Standard 3.1: Students reinforce and further their knowledge of other disciplines through the foreign
language.
Standard 3.2: Students acquire infonnation and recognize the distinctive viewpoints that are only available
through the foreign language and its cultures.
COMPARISONS
Develop Insight into the Nature of Language and Culture
Standard 4.1 : Students demonstrate understanding of the nature of language through comparisons of the
language studied and their own.
Standard 4.2: Students demonstrate understanding of the concept of culture through comparisons of the
cultures studied and their own.
COMMUNITIES
Participate in Multilingual Communities at Home and Around the World
Standard 5.1: Students use the language both within and beyond the school setting.
Standard 5.2: Students show evidence of becoming life-long learners by using the language for personal
enjoyment and enrichment.
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